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The Localization of Abstract Expressionist Style In Malaysian Art 

Sarena Abdul111h1 
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Abstract. This paper discusses the early Abstract Expressionist wor!t in Malaysia with n:gards to how the 
styles have ~ localized and adapted into tbe Malaysia an contexL The early as.<:ociation of the anistS 
labeled as Abstract Expressionists during the 1960s culmirulted in a group exhibition called "GRUP" in 1967 
and another exhibition entitled "Tb.e Expressionists of the 1960s" in 1974. It has since then been associated 
with arti~ts such as Syed Ahmad Jamal and Latiff Mohidin. Since the 1970s the style has been well accepted 
and most imponantly locallz.cd in temiS of Its subjects and thematiC upproach inherent to Malaysia's culturo.l 
contel<i. 

Keyword s: Malaysia art, Abstract Expressionism. Syed Ahmad Jamal. 

The tenn "Abstract Expressionists" has been used signilicently in describing the works of Malaysian 
.CSts since the 1960s. These artistic tendencies have also gained acceptance among Malaysian artist.~ since * 1971 National Cultural Policy ami the Islamization Policy. Though the terms "Abstract Expressionist", 
-Abstraction" or "Expressionism" are tenns which are loosely used to describe work that moves towards 
.lllllllraction or non-representational art communicating emotional and spiritual states, any investigation of 
fio:::se tendencies must be made within the Malaysia's artistic development 

In Malaysia , the n•m~ ~ye•i Ahmad Jamal lor example. is synonymous with this 11r1istic tendency. Born 
•BandarMaharani, Muar, Johor in 1929, Syed Ahmad Jamal received his primary and secondary education 
we~tbe Malay and English medium, respectively, in Johor Bahru. His fonnal arts education was from Chcl~ca 
Sdlool of Art (1951-1955),lnstitute of Education, London University (1955-1956), School of Art Institute 
Oicago (1963-1964) ro University of Hawaai. Honolulu (1973-1974). In 1995, Syed Ahmad Jamal was 
~the National Art Award in 1995 by the Malaysian Govemmcnl, which honoured him as a National 
.Anist. 

Even as an art shedent, be was drawn to the theoretical writiF.gs of Wassily Kandinsky and Paul Klce. He 
lldt: an early interest in the works of artist.~ such as Emil Nolde, KJrschner and Max Beckmann.' In his book 
.t.wmg-lamang: Kencmg-kenangan, 3 he. lists the three important exhibition tltat influenced him - a Mexican 
All exhibition that exhibited the works of Diego Riviera. Orozco and Siqueiros, a Gennan Expressionism 
edlibitioo and the American Modem Art exhibition in London. However, he does note how the American 
All exhibition had influenced him most in terms of his Absu·act Expressionisl in.lluence especially the 
allibition of American Art held in Tate Gallery. The impression of art as a fonn of expression through the 
-.se and the imagination, the emotive and mystical qualities through the exteriorization of the feelings 
~a reaching effect for him.' 

Though he has discussed his affinities with the Expressionist style. I would like to argue that his work is 
in abstraction instead: unlike his colleague LatiffMohidin whose work can be argued to be founded in 

Mt-.612 96623162, email addn:ss: sarcn• ubdutlab@gmail com 
"-Wz:a Piyadas:t, "Syed Ahmad Jamal," in Modem Artists c>[Mala).sla (Ku•lnlumpur: Dewan flab<lso.dan ~ustaka, t983), SS. 
~ AhJ:nad.Jamal, Kuurmg-Ku,ang: A"l~nang-A·enanglm Syed Ahmad Jtmtal Suuimuu Nc1J.uru (Au\.,.tult;/l lulu Kelang: IX: won 

dan Pustukn, t999), 67-69. 
•~.~tmspeklifSyed Ahmad Jamal, tKuala Lumpur: B•t•i Scni Lukis Negara, 19?S), unpaginated. 
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expression rather than abstractloo. Sucb ambiguity in rerms of stylisti.: daiva.lion is not surprising M the 
important aspect of Abstract Expressionist wad: in Malaysia is that it emphasizes local subjects and themes 
rather than delving into fonnalistic issues. 

U one mentions Abstract Expressionists, one is reminded of Clement Greenberg, an American an critir:: 
closely associated with Modern 211 in the United States who promoted the abstract expressionist movem~ 
Greenberg's version of Modernist art culminated in the non-representational paintings of the AbsiiXI 
Expressionists5 of the New York school of the 1950s and early 1960s such as Barnett Newman, Jacksta 
Pollock, Mark Rothko, Franz Kline, Frank Stella and others. Greenberg proclaims that paintings are just II& 
surfaces made of paint on canvas. l-ie points out that artworks should emphasize the flamess of the pictun:'s 
surface and reject any form of illusion such as shaded modeling and perspectives, brush strokes, using hmta 
colors rather than subtle tonal change, stressing line, using geometrical forms and simplifying fo~ 
Greenberg's judgments were made on formal grounds. According to Greenberg, the quality of modern wO!b 
of art depends on the acknowledgement of the medium that is being used.' This premise however, cannot bt 
applied in discussing Malaysia's form of Abstract Expressionism. 

What distinguishes Malaysian Abstract Expressionism from Greenberg's Abstract Expressionism is tbll 
that the latter regards extrinsic characters such as literary or theatrical qlllllities such as narrative, realism. 
description, subject matter, or drnma to be impure and detrimentnl to Abstract Expressionism. Though the 
term has been used widely in Malaysia, it must be pointed out that the kind of Abstract ExpressionS 
approacb undertaken by Malaysian artists is not exactly the same kind of Abstract Expressionists tbll 
Greenberg practices. As Wong Hoy Cheong observes, 

"Many of the anists worl<inll in the abstract mode have never given a thought to the roots of the movement. to lilt 
writings of Hans Hoffman and Clement Greenberg. They have absorbed the technique without an understanding of lilt 
philosophy that underpins it alt. "1 

His statement is supponed by Safrizal Shabir's observation. Safrizal explains, 

"Senario Seni Rupo Malay.<ia selxmamya tidak/ah mengalami s~cora "benar" gagasan yang melarari .,. 

Modenisme dalam rradisi Sl!nl Ruponyu melainkan ia lebih bersifar sen.<asl penggayaan da11 ben/Ilk semora-mala. - • 

(The Malaysian art development does noi acrually undergo t.hc .. true" progression underpinning the meaning d 
Modcmism in visual art trodition, ~xccpt in the fonn of stylintie senno ond form only ... ) (My transbtion)* 

Jn Malaysia, the tenn AbstrJct Expressionist is applied loosely to describe the kind of work that mo"cs 
towards abstraction or non-representational art. The forms and colors employed are used to communicate « 
reflect an arousing spirilultl state about certain issues or themes and subject matter experienced by the aniSIS. 
The themes and subject matter form the crux of this localization. Here, I argue the localization of AbsiiXI 
Expressionism can be seen at IWO stages - first, localization of Abstr.lCt Expressionist associated wi* 
Malaysia's {then Malaya) independence in 1957 and second, loealization as an indirect consequence of the 

1971 National Cultural Policy and subsequent Islamization Policy. 

It is primarily Sycd Ahma:l Jamal himself who associates the "expressionistic" with the spirit « 
I ndependence.• 

"The Mcrdeka (independence) artists of the fifties and sixties subscribed mainly to the aesthetics of obsttc 

expressionism. The immediacy and mystical quality of the mainstream an of the 1960s appealed particularly to 1bo 
Malaysian tempernmcnt, sensitivity and cultural heritage. and with the tradition of calligraphy fouod the idiom the idell 

.t Abstnu;t expressionism was un American post-World War II an movcmcm. The rcnn was first applied to Ame.rican an in 1946 by 
the art. critic Robcn Contc.t~ but it was flrst used in Gennany in 1919 in the mngazinc Ol!r Sturm and in the USA, Alfred Barr wa.s eM. 
first to use this term in 1929 in relutiun 10 works by Wassity Kondinsky. See Barbaro Hess, Abstract E..rpnzssio11ism, cd. UtR 
Groscnick (USA: Taschell, 2005). 
6 See Clement Greenberg, "Modernist P.Un!ing." in Modern Art and Modernism: A Critical Anthology. ed. Francis Frascina and 
CbadcsHarriSQn (New Yotit.: Harper ard Row. 1982). 
' Karim Raslao, "L<X>king (or a New N:oiooal Direction," in Malaysia An Open 1994 (KWtta Lumpur. An Salon & Petronas, 1994). 
unpaginatedlunavailable from copy. 
'Safiizal Shllhir, "Modenisme, Scnl Moden O;w ScnimJn Mode!r. Sam Pc:mahaman Antara ldcologi Asalnya Oc:ngan Pen~ 
Malaysia, • Waama .<;e,; Joumu/ of ArlJ DisCOW'$e 3 (2004): 88 
• For more discus5ioo on "Mcnleka" and the arts in Malaysia, see T.K. Sabapalhy, "Mcnleb Make$ Art or Docs tt?," in ll'uion t11tfl 
Idea: Relooking Modem Malaysltm An, od. T.K. Sabap3thy (KtJala Lumpur. National An Gallery, t 994). 
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of pictorial iodividuation. Malaysian artists struck rapturous rdppon with the bold gestures of Kline. Sou !ages, 
Marthieu, Sugai and the delicate gestures of Zou-wukl [sic], The gestural qualities on their works have an 

affinity wilh the traditional art of calligraphy, which is a cultural heritage of Malays and Chinese; a visual 
immediately felt and perceived by Malaysians .... "'" (My emphasis). 

This "expressionistic" feeling cao also be associated with the idea of the ''nation." In the 1960s, the 
Expn:ssionist tendencies emerged in the works of artists who returned from their studies abroad 

late 1950s and 1960s artists. '' During this period of sojourning abroad, it can be argued that u sense of 
-~~~~~a for the homeland confronted these artists, especially at the height of Merdeka (Independence). Syed --u J""'"' laments. 

•Yet, much as 1 enjoyed my stay in Chelsea I sti ll feel that I do not really belong to the place. The time has come, I 
when I should say good-bye. Jf I stay longer 1 might begin to dislike it. Thai would be sad. Apart from tl1nt. I do 

... rbc·lie•,... ram capable of creating meaningful works until I return home- home to Malaya. Chelsea is cbam1ing but J 
- find it inspiring. The years I have spent here have been an education ro me. It will be a sad occasion for me to 

but I feel I must "12 

During Syed Ahmad Jamal's sojourn in England, the leafless tree during winter in Kirby inspired some 
significant works such as "Angin Dingin" (Winler Wind) (1959), "Umpan" (The Bait) (1959), 

Biru" (Blue Umbrella) (1957) and "Chairil Anwar" (1959). Redza Piyadasa for example has 
rwo ofSyed Ahmad Jamal 's work "Angin Dingin'' (Winter Wind) (1959) and ··umpan .. (The Bait) 

as an abstraction breakthrough, 

---· Winter Wind (1959) is a dramatic. gestural work that metaphorically evokes the full fury of a raging wintry 
Dramatic. swirling, abstracted forms rendered within the highly expressive Abstract Expressionist mode eJtist on a 

neutral ground. Drawing influences ftom Far-Eastern Chinese painting and the fluid essences of oriental 
1-!liiiPap~Ly, the arti;t produced 3n emotional work that is both poetic and an elegant work of abstraction ... The Bait 

by Syed Ahmad Jamal carried the artistic breakthrough encountered in "Winter Wind" further, The artist 
a wider range of colors and n:affiiJlls his intere.<t in the abstract metaphorical approach. His interest in bold. 
shapes and fonns continues. The emotive gestural approach is reaffinned ....•• u 

The localization ofSyed Ahmad Jamal 's work is inherent in his fonnalistic approach that Piyadasa posits 
:itJIIflucnLced from both the East and Western world_ His abstraction is also very much rooted in the cultural 

of his work, although he was living abroad at that time. His orhcr works "'Duel in the Snow" (1956) 
.. ,aample, is inspired by an epic battle well known in Malay society between Hang Tuah and Hang Jebat, 
I-•Linst the surreal backdrop of snow and sleet. "Chairil Anwar" (1959) displays his affinity with Jawi (an 

alphabet adapted for writi11g the Malay langtlllge) though in his retrospective, he claims that the 
iltllm:no~ to calligraphy were incidental to lhe e:>..l'ressionistic manner that he evokes in his work," 

Since the 1971 National Cultural Policy and the Islamization Policy undertaken by· the Malaysian 
.. IILI:IliiDI•en~ the localization of Abstract Expressionism in Malaysian art has not declined, but has rather 

further reinstated. As TK Sabapathy observes in 1994, 

""In the production of an itself. the hold of Abstract Expressionism appears to be strong despite the changing times 
6e emergence of alternative gestures. New an manifest.>lions that arose in the 1970s, expressed for example in the 

..... pj1~adasa-Sulcirn3Jl Esa exhibition called Towards a Mystical Reality. have oot been sufficiently compelling to 

,.,.I'OIGAIIlma<JJOIII3J,;>enuuauMaltl}~io -1J Tolwn (Ku.tla Lumpur: Dalai Scni Lukis !>lepra. t982), unp3ginat«!. 
,.~~=:.:: Tay Hooi Kea1, Syed Ahmad Jamalnnd 1\nlhony Lau who srudied in England in the tllrly t9SOs, !he subscquenl 
Loo more anists went to funher lheirstudiesabroad, Bel ween t9S7 and t959, Yeoh Jin Long, Lee Joo For. Ibrahim 

Talalla, all went to !be United Kingdom. followed !hen by Or•ce Selvayanagnm and Anthony lau again for the sccond 
Ismail lain and Jolly Koh wentro the United Kingdom. Abdul Latif Mobidin and Sabtu b. Yusof went to Otn111111y, Cbia 

ro F...,.,., Tay Mo-Leong 10 Taiwm. Oleong Laitoog. Choong Kam Kow and Ibrahim Hussein (for the second time) 
-rn••lboUnired SJaJeS. 

Jegadeva, On and Off Ki"'l's Rood: 10 Nt:W PainringJ l1y Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal (Kuala Lwnpur.l'ctronas, 2006). 8. 
"Early Modern An.i)noetopments in Malaysia and SingapOre, 1921J..t960," in The Binh ufMO<knr A11' br 

~;:::;:;~~~~~~:~~~;Mowt~M:;J.::"~' {Ful<:uob: Fukuoka An Museum. 1997), 233. 
- 'P'Ipllginatcd 
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reflecting lbe global Islamic revivalism in the 19l!Os bas either aligned itself with"""""'" *> in Abs1Iact £xprcssio · 
or found kinship with decorative art."" 

In the subsequent decades of 1970s and 1980s, artists prescribing to the Abstract Expressio · 

pursuits proliferated. Artists like Sharifah Fatimah Syed Zubir, Yusof Ghani, Mohd Fauzin Musta 
Tajudin Ismail, Suzlee Ibrahim, Awang Damit Ahmad, Lee Joo For, Tajuddin Ismail, Rafiee Ghani 

Fauzan Omar are among those who have been argued to have worked with such approach. These art
worked with abstracted forms and imagery, using colors, stressing lines, and emphasizing the simplific · 
of forms. What is important is that although some works appear to be engaging with formali -

considerations, they are still inspired by local political, social and cultural concerns. 

Zaino! Abidin Abroad Shariff for example, points out how the readings of lslarnicness can be made 
Abstract Expressionists works as Islamic readings can be easily made on works that shunned on figura • 

representation since many of the works are abstract in fbnn and content.16 The consistent engagement 
Malay artists with Abstract ExJ>ressionists style enables them to explore their personal interests thro 

producing modem art works and yet still abiding by Islamic an principles. This is because the Abs 
Expressionist style emphasizes the abstraction of human and animal figures. 

Even Syed Ahmad Jamal's usage of colors and light in his "Ledang Series" has been argued to 

derived from Islamic scholarship, 

"The Spirit of Ledang has over the years undct-gonc a series of evolution in respect of the artist's use of colors. 

artist used darker colors in his early works. which he changed to wanner reds. yellow and oranges as well as the ex pi' 

usc of white, which produces powerfitl intonations of energy. This use oflight that literally pours out of his paintings 
not limited to a visual impacl. Acc::ording 10 1hc anisfs imcrprt!talion. it represents the spirit and commitment requ· 

for the life's vicissitudes .. .. 

In Islamic art, the concept or light is fundamental as representing the Supreme Spiritual Guidance and ' 
importance to life. This truth has b:cn part or Sycd Ahmad Jamal's lit\: since childhood and he recalls his 1ascina · 

with light's mystical beauty and light offircll ies . ... "11 

Artist~ like YusofGhani explore other possibilities in terms of a thematic approach. In discussing Y 
Ghani's "Tari Series" (Dance Series) ( 1983. 1989) Muliyadi Mahmood remarks that though technic 
Yusof Ghani was exposed to elements of abstract expressionism in New York through the works of Poll 

Willem de Kooning, franz Kline, Hans Hofman and Gorky. Like most of these artists, Yusof 

emphasizes action or process as the subject But he went further than those abstract expressionists 
including social commentary elements through his various bewildering and aggressive line qualities." 

His abstract composition ranges from various color, depth and tone generating a strong feeling for fl 
and movement. His abstract forms superimpose or incorporate stylized abstraction of dancing figures. In • 
"Topeng Series" (Mask Series), his work confronts the viewers with a sense of threat and danger that 

exudes in his rendition of masks thal can be traced from pre-Islamic roots of the nation's culture to Hind · 
and Buddhism to animistic elements. Even reading of lslamicncss have also been made of his "Hijau Seri 

(Green Series).19 

The difference between Malaysian Abstract Expressionism and Greenberg's Abstract Expressionism" 
that the art works produced by Malaysian artists are not solely about unraveling the medium to its p 
form. Rather, it must be discussed in the context of localization of the style within the culture in whicb 
materialized. As Syed Ahmad Jamal observes of the Abstract Expressionist during the 1960s, 

"T.K. Sabapathy, "Introduction," in Visioll and ldw: Relooking Modem Mal<l)«ian Art, ed. T.K. Sabapathy (Kuala lumpur. 
National Art Gallery, 1994), 7. 
16 Zainot Abidin Ahmad Shariff, "Towards an Altcr-Nath•e Vision: The Idea of Malaysian Art since 1980," in Vision and Idea: 
Relooking Modern Malaysian Art (Kuala Lumpur. National Art Gallery. 1994), 84-85. 
17 11Aiight.11 Vox, September 172000, lJ. 
18 Muliyadi Mabamood. "Yusof(ihmi 'Jalam "Siri Tari•'," in Seni Lukis Dalam Peri.wi·wa. Kuala Lumpur Dewan Bahasa Dan 
Pustaka. 1995. (Kuala l.umpur: Dewan Bab<lsa dan Pustaka. 1995), 113-114. 
•• See Mohd Sapu:m Salit, "Manusia Dan A lam: Pengembaran Pancaindcra (Man and Nature: Tour of the Senses)," in YusiJ/Giumc 
Hijau 1998-2002 (Kuala Lumpur: Petrc-nas, 2002). 
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Ghani's "Tari Series" (Dance Series) ( 1983. 1989) Muliyadi Mahmood remarks thai though technic 
Yusof Ghani was exposed to elements of absJract expressionism in New York through the works of Poll 

Willem de Kooning, franz Kline, Hans Hofman and Gorky. Like most of these artists, Yusof 

emphasizes action or process as the subject. But he went further than those abstract expressionists 
including social commentary elements through his various bewildering and aggressive line qualities." 

His abstract composition ranges from various color, depth and tone generating a strong feeling for fl 
and movement. His abstract forms superimpose or incorporate stylized abstraction of dancing figures. In • 
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The difference between Malaysian Abstract Expressionism and Greenberg's Abstract Expressionism
that the art works produced by Malaysian artists are not solely about unraveling the medium to its p 

form. Rather, it must be discussed in the context of localization of the style within the culture in whicb 
materialized. As Syed Ahmad Jamal observes of the Abstract Expressionist during the 1960s, 

"T.K. Sabapathy, "Introduction," in Visioll and ldw: Relooking Modem Mal<l)«ian Art, ed. T.K. Sabapathy (Kuala lumpur. 
National Art Gallery, 1994), 7. 
16 Zaino! Abidin Ahmad Shariff, "Towards an Altcr-Nath•e Vision: The Idea of Malaysian Art since 1980," in Vision and Idea: 
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Hijau 1998-2002 (Kuala Lumpur: Petrc-nas, 2002). 
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"The new way of looking at thinS$. of the break with traditional ways of prcsenling the image of the seen world by 

- of representing the perception of tbe nature of the world, runs parallel to the impending break from the bonds of 
alonial patronage. Although one might argue that the fmm or rather the convention is in reality a perpetuation of 

•estern cultural tradition, the spirit in which it was expressed is completely new. The new art from graphically reflects 

*new mood of the peoplc."20 

He further reiterates that, 

" .. . In Malaysian context, it is tho adapting of the concept that is important and presenting it in a particular 

_,.,.., ... There was an absence of any form of directive or 'guidance' from the authorities as to the ingredients that 
~tulc the art form which was acceptable to the ruling power. The total rcsponsibiUty lay in the hands of artists and 

•organizers. Malaysian artists enjoyed a condition of complete freedom. By the time the momentum was reaching the 
-.nate goal of independence contemporary aesthetics had become universal norm. The fonn and idiom of 

.-anpofl!J}' aesthetics had become the universal norm. The fonn and idiom was contemporary and universal. yet the 
~was national. A work of an in the contemporary sense must be intellccrualty referential. historically relational. •nd 
allurally contextual. Art in Malaysia was !Tee !Tom any political ties ....• .:t 
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